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Chapter!1:!!Introduction!! Change!is!a!part!of!cultural!adaptation,!whether!it!is!change!from!the!blending!of!indigenous!groups!who!come!into!contact!with!one!another!or!resulting!from!a!nonindigenous!incursion.!Change!can!also!be!the!successful!solution!to!a!problem,!and!in!this!sense!we!can!talk!about!effective!adjustment!or!adaptation,!with!the!caveat!that!not!every!response!to!change!is!adaptive!or!effective.!!Documenting!and!understanding!cultural!change!is!vital!for!understanding!the!cultural,!social,!ecological,!and!economic!sustainability!of!any!culture!or!community,!not!only!to!understand!where!it!has!been,!but!also!where!it!is!going.!Change!and!the!blending!of!cultures!also!impact!individual!identity!and!the!set!of!characteristics!that!somebody!recognizes!as!being!unique!to!himself!or!herself.!“Heritage!is!both!how!we!remember!and!what!from!the!past!nourishes!us!in!the!present”!(Schneider,!2011,!p.!61).!In!the!middle!Kuskokwim!region!of!Alaska,!the!merging!of!Yup’ik1!and!Athabascan2!cultures,!along!with!Russian!contact,!resulted!in!a!unique!blending!and!syncretism!of!culture!and!identity.!Syncretism!occurs!when!distinct!cultures!come!together!and!borrow!from!each!other,!and!it!can!be!used!as!one venue for 
portraying the dynamics of social development. Cultures are porous and are open 
to intermixture with other different cultures, which makes them subject to 


















































































kass’aq,!comes!directly!from!the!Russian!kazak,!which!becomes!cossack!in!English!(Jacobson,!1984,!p.!190).!! !!!!!!!The!outward!vestiges!of!Russian!influence!such!as!language,!religion,!and!culture!are!fairly!evident.!The!results!of!this!cultural!contact!can!be!easily!seen!even!today!in!the!presence!of!the!Russian!Orthodox!Church!and!the!blending!of!Russian!and!Yup’ik!traditions!and!language.!What!is!more!difficult!to!determine!is!how!the!Russian!presence!still!impacts!the!cultural!identity!of!local!residents.!!! !!!!!!!Before!the!interview!phase!of!this!research,!I!collected!and!studied!archival!data,!and!anthropological!and!historical!publications!to!gain!a!working!knowledge!of!ethnohistorical!research,!documenting!cultural!change!along!the!middle!Kuskokwim,!including!precontact!cultural!blending!and!trade,!the!impact!of!the!Russian!era!on!trade!and!economy!of!the!region,!effect!of!Orthodox!Christianity,!effect!of!disease,!and!changes!in!leadership!and!social!structure.!This!research!has!continued,!examining!the!historical!and!cultural!impact!of!the!Russian!colonization!of!Alaska!and!the!formation!and!actions!of!the!Creole!class.!!!!!! !!!!!Theoretical!research!has!focused!on!issues!of!memory,!identity,!and!ethnicity.!!Western!definitions!and!perspectives!have!provided!some!thoughtPprovoking!concepts;!however,!it!is!important!to!also!look!at!indigenous!identity!through!people’s!own!words!of!“who!am!I!and!how!does!Russian!ancestry!fit!into!my!sense!of!identity?”!Thus!we!must!consider!the!problem!from!an!indigenous!perspective!and!look!to!indigenous!research!methodologies,!philosophies,!and!value!systems.!This!will!be!discussed!in!more!depth!in!chapter!3.!! ! As!I!progressed!in!my!research!and!began!the!interview!process,!I!realized!that!I!needed!to!expand!my!historical!research!into!more!modernPday!events.!!During!my!interviews!and!presentations!to!local!gatherings,!two!issues!became!evident.!First,!the!Alaska!Native!Claims!Settlement!Act!had!and!continues!to!have!an!impact!on!how!people!view!their!cultural!identity.!Second,!information!on!the!early!
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Informed Consent Form 
Russian Impact on Cultural Identity and Heritage in the middle Kuskokwim region of Alaska 
IRB #(232336-1) Date Approved (January 17, 2012) 
Description of the Study: 
• You are being asked to take part in a research study about how Russian heritage is important in
Southwest Alaska. The goal of this study is to learn how Russian heritage has affected your life.  You may 
have Russian relatives or you may have heard stories about the Russians.  Please read this form and ask 
any questions you may have.  This form can also be read and explained to you. 
• If you decide to be part of this study, there will be discussions and interviews.  You will be able to decide
if you want to be interviewed alone or want to talk with students present. Sometimes there will be group 
discussions with other Elders.  You can decide if you want to also share information at that time.  Most of 
these interviews will take place within the next two years.  
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:  
• I will be careful not to make you feel uncomfortable.  You can stop the recording at any time, and the
interview recording can be destroyed at any time during or after the interview at your request. 
You will also receive a copy of your interview.  The University of Alaska Fairbanks will also keep copies 
of the interviews for 5 years. 
• The benefit to you for taking part in this study is that your cultural knowledge can be passed on to the
younger generation.  Others are also interested in the history and culture of our area. 
Confidentiality:  
• If you want, your name will be kept confidential, but your identity may not be confidential since an audio
tape will be made.  Any information with your name attached will not be shared with anyone other than 
myself or my advisor. 
• I will use a number instead of your name.  Original research will be stored in locked cabinets at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks. 
• Information from your interview may be used in presentations and publications but your name will not be
used unless you give permission. 
• Recordings will only be shared with the school if you give written permission.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:  
• The decision to take part in the study is up to you.  If you decide to take part you can change your mind
and stop at any time.  You may also withdraw from the study at any time during or after the interview, 
without any penalty. 
Contacts and Questions: 
• If you have questions now, you can ask me now.  If you have questions later, you may contact myself or
my advisor, or Dr. Ray Barnhardt at UAF Center for Cross Cultural Studies (rjbarnhardt@alaska.edu    907 
474-1902)   
• If you have questions or concerns about your rights, you can contact the UAF Office of Research
Integrity at 474-7800 (Fairbanks area) or 1-866-876-7800 (toll-free) or fyirb@uaf.edu. 
Statement of Consent: 
I understand the above. My questions have been answered, and I agree to participate in this study. I have 
been provided a copy of this form.  
_____ I DO want my name used in this research      _____ I DO NOT want my name used in this research 
_____________________________________                 _______________________________________ 
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